
MEGA Weekly Meeting Minutes 

Tuesday, August 6th 2013 
 

Present 

Voting: Jeff Abeysekera (President), Ashkan Babaie (VP Comm-Ad), Graham Hendra (VP Finance), Mazi 

Jalaal (VP Academic), Jenny Sullivan (VP Social) 

Non-voting:  

1) Mazi discussed several problems with connecting with alumni by trying to find them on lab 

websites 

a. The websites are not up to date 

b. Many alumni have moved from Vancouver 

c. Hard to find alumni with an interesting story to tell 

2) Ashkan described his vision for the alumni event. He would like to invite speakers from three 

categories (not necessarily UBC alumni) 

a. Someone who owns their own company (e.g. Hamid Abdollahi from Recon Instruments) 

b. A new faculty member (e.g. Gwynn Elfring) 

c. Someone who works in a larger company 

Ashkan expects the event to take 2 hours, including coffee time and discussion. Ashkan would 

like attendees to learn what skills students should be developing to be attractive to potential 

employers in the different categories. 

3) Jenny discussed two different workshop formats. One as above, which would be beneficial for 

those people who may not know exactly what they want to do after graduating and can get a 

general picture of the different options. The second format could have specialized sessions 

focussed on each category for people who already know which category they will likely fit into. 

It was generally agreed by the execs that the second format would be desirable to hold in a 

future event after the general event. 

4) Mazi and Jeff also discussed also holding entrepreneurship workshops in the future. This would 

be a large topic to cover and could probably span multiple events. Might be able to work with 

UBC on creating workshops. 

5) Jeff asked that Graham and Jenny read and contribute to the tips document in the Gambier 

share folder. The document contains some useful information for future planners of Gambier 

trips. Jeff will also share the document with Eric Pospisil. 

 


